Depression, Wendy Lowenstein...

Political Climate 1930s Stuart McIntyre......

The Part is outlawed

Brunswick/ Child Care Julie Higginbottom or some one from current Brunswick History Groups or Ex Brun Cr, Phil Slattery

Cold War and the DLP Val Noone and/or Amirah Inglis

Eureka Youth League /4os.50s Wendy Lowenstein

Easing the Cold War Wendy Lowenstein

Urban Change and Unions Peter Gibbons

Poverty, Kisch, Miners Strike CPA local brancd C/f, strong centralised organisation Demonstrations Von Luckner, Spanish Relief; No Scrap Iron for Japan, Undercurrent of New Guard, Aboriginal rights and CPA, upsurge in cultural activities...art, etc

Confiliated with Fall of Paris (15/6/'40) raids and arrests Resilence of the CPA Women - War-work, Workplaces in Brunswick, attitude to women/family. innovations at Brunswick Centre, other centres, federal funding withdrawal .

Growing up in anti-communist family, rapid suburbanisation, family centre Federal Govt. full employment. Attraction of DLP mainly cultural activities and peace, Australian tradition

Defeat of anti-communist referndum Formatmion of DLP, International politics, Hungary. New left groups such as Overland, Arena Sport/ Olympic Games, parochial community campaigns

Traditional TU had taken up general community issues, eg esp on peace End of 1950s the Combined Pensioners backed by Unions. End of 1960s the Living Standards Convention. Historically in smaller rural industrial towns the unions involved in every day issues.. children's art, dance groups etc. New type of involvement in 1960 urban planning . AEU spear-headed child care movement (end of 1960s)
Environmental Awareness
Rose Read or some other member of Conservation Council

Local Issues and Networks
Winsome McCaughey, or some other person who has been Melbourne's Lord Mayor

Economic Rationalism
(too narrow .. planning for 21st century)
Morag Loh, Helen van den Berg or a very young person


Changes in local govt. State Govt control, decentralisation/. participation, thinking globally - acting locally. Nuclear free zones local actions, eg murals, involving people culture

Face to face with immensity, Amazing growth of a variety of localised environmental/urban planning organisations, loss of confidence in traditional politics Our international responsibilities for poverty, the world's resources etc.Significance of Indigineous movements. Confidence in people finding humanitarian solutions... turning points in history come unexpectedly.